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ANSWER TO PETITION FOR WRIT OF CERTIORARI
Denise Potter, by and through her undersigned counsel, hereby answers Ruby

Potter’s Petition
Petition for
Writ of
of Certiorari,
Certiorari, and
and states
states the
the following
support thereof:
thereof:
Potter's
for Writ
following in
in support
Opening Summary
This case involves certain LLC operating documents that failed to transfer the

ownership of
of aa member's
member’s interest
interest upon
upon his
his death.
death. Certiorari should not be granted, as this
ownership
lower court's
court’s Opinion
Opinion does not
case does not involve issues of public importance. The
The lower
Maryland’s well-settled principles of business succession planning or create any
disturb Maryland's
new standard
standard that
that requires
this Court's
Court’s attention.
attention. Indeed, this case involves a mere failed
new
requires this
attempt at making a testamentary disposition.
Further, review is not necessary because the Court of Special Appeals reached the
proper conclusion.
Question Presented
Can an LLC membership agreement, which does not comply with Estates & Trusts

§ 4-102, pass property at death?
1

Certiorari Standard
Review of decisions by the Court of Special Appeals is appropriate where this Court

“finds that
that review
review of
of the
the case...is
case…is desirable
desirable and
and in
in the
the public
public interest….”
Md. Code
Code Ann.,
Ann.,
"finds
interest...." Md.
Cts. & Jud. Proc. § 12-203 (2021). This standard has generally been interpreted to mean

that review should only be granted where the case has "substantial
“substantial precedential
precedential value
value or
or
of major
major public
public importance."
importance.” Judge
Judge Glenn
Glenn T.
T. Harrell,
Harrell, Jr.,
[is] otherwise of
Jr., To Certiorari and
Beyond 2 (2016) (with update by Judge Lynne A. Battaglia).
Brief Summary of Facts

James Potter married Ruby'
Ruby1 on September 8, 1984. Following his marriage to Ruby,
Mr. Potter
Potter obtained
obtained eight
(8) membership
membership interest
interest shares
shares (the
(the "LLC
“LLC Interest")
Interest”) in
in TR
Mr.
eight (8)
TR Steak
Steak
Pasadena, LLC
LLC ("TR
(“TR Steak”).
Also during
during the
the time
time of
of his
his marriage
marriage to
to Ruby,
Ruby, on
on or
or about
about
Pasadena,
Steak"). Also
signed the
the "Third
“Third Amended
Amended Members'
Members’ Agreement"
Agreement” for
August 7, 2012, Mr. Potter signed
for TR
Steak (the
(the "Members'
“Members’ Agreement").
Agreement”).
Among
Among other
other things,
things, the
the Members'
Members’ Agreement
Agreement states:
states:
Upon the death of a Member, all of the Membership Interests of [TR Steak]
owned by him shall be transferred as shown below for each Member with the
voting rights attached to their Membership Interests being assigned to the
Member shown.
Mr. Potter went on to name Ruby, as his present wife, as the person to receive the LLC

Interest upon his death.
James Potter and Ruby were divorced in February 2016. See Potter v. Potter, Case

1

1 First names are used for the litigants for the sake of clarity. No disrespect is intended to
any Party.
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No. C-02-FM-15-001257 (Cir. Ct. Anne Arundel Cnty.).

James Potter went on to marry Denise. Sadly, their marriage was cut short by his
death on May 15, 2017. James Potter died intestate, and an administrative small estate
proceeding was opened for him in the Register of Wills for Anne Arundel County on

August 22, 2017. Denise, as his spouse, was appointed Personal Representative. See In
re: James Richard Potter, Estate No. 92987 (Register of Wills for Anne Arundel Cnty.).
During
During the
the administration
administration of
of Mr.
Mr. Potter's
Potter’s Estate,
Denise filed
disclosure of
of the
the
Estate, Denise
filed aa disclosure

Estate’s
assets on
on the
the standard
standard form
B. It
It included
the LLC
Ruby filed
Estate's assets
form Schedule
Schedule B.
included the
LLC Interest.
Interest. Ruby
filed
suit in the Circuit Court for Anne Arundel County in an effort to remove the LLC Interest

from
Mr. Potter's
Potter’s Estate.
from Mr.
Estate.22
In the Circuit Court, both Parties filed Motions for Summary Judgment. Denise

Members’ Agreement was an invalid testamentary instrument
argued, inter alia, that the Members'
that could not pass property at death because it did not comply with the execution
requirements of a will found in Estates & Trusts § 4-102. Alternatively, Ruby argued that

Members’ Agreement could pass property at death, such that she was entitled to the
the Members'
LLC Interest pursuant to its terms. The Circuit Court found in favor of Ruby. In a decision
from
the bench,
bench, the
the trial
trial judge
judge granted
granted Ruby's
Ruby’s Motion
Motion for
and denied
denied
from the
for Summary
Summary Judgment
Judgment and
Denise’s.
Denise's.
The Circuit
Circuit Court's
Court’s decision
decision was
was reversed
by the
the Court
Court of
of Special
The
reversed by
Special Appeals, and

2

Since the outset of litigation, the LLC has been holding monetary distributions associated
with the LLC Interest in escrow. Whomever receives the LLC Interest will also receive
those escrowed funds.
2
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remanded to
to the
the trial
trial court
court with
with instructions
to grant
grant Denise's
Denise’s Motion
Motion for
remanded
instructions to
for Summary
Summary
Judgment. The
Court of
of Special
Appeals Opinion
Opinion is
to herein
herein as
as the
the "Opinion,"
“Opinion,”
The Court
Special Appeals
is referred
referred to
and a copy is attached to the Petition.
Discussion

This Court should not permit this case to drag out any further. The issues, while
important to the litigants, are not of significant public importance. Further, many of the
issues raised in the Petition were not preserved, and are being presented in the Petition for
the first time. Finally, review should be denied because the Court of Special Appeals
reached the proper conclusion concerning the failed attempt to devise property.
I.

This Case Does Not Involve Issues of Public Importance.

Ruby goes to great length in her Petition to paint this case as earthshattering. Indeed,
her account paints a bleak picture of attorneys and sections of the Maryland State Bar

(“MSBA”) trying to determine how life will go on after the decision from the
Association ("MSBA")
Court of Special Appeals. A closer look at the allegations in the Petition—after removing
the hyperbolic language—reveals two basic reasons why Ruby believes this case is
important to the public: 1) it has been discussed by professional organizations, and 2) it

provisions for
calls into question post-mortem transfers and buy-sell provisions
for LLC’s.
LLC's.33 Neither
argument is valid.

3
3

The Petition also mentions partnerships, but this case does not involve that type of
organization. The Court of Special Appeals did not make any rulings with regard to
partnerships, and that entity type was only raised as analogous to LLCs for the first time in
Ruby’s Petition.
Petition.
Ruby's
4

A.

professional organizations is routine.
Discussion by professional

Ruby first alleges that this case must be a matter of public importance because it

was brought
brought to
to the
the attention
attention of
of the
the MSBA's
MSBA’s Estates
and Trusts
Trusts Section
and was
was discussed
discussed
was
Estates and
Section and
by the
the MSBA's
MSBA’s LLC
Committee during
during aa regularly-scheduled
regularly-scheduled meeting. Pet. at 2. This
by
LLC Committee
shows nothing more than a routine practice for a professional organization.
The MSBA, among its other roles, provides services to its members that include
case searches and summaries of recent appellate decisions. See msba.org/join. It is one of
the functions of the MSBA to note when appellate opinions are issued and present them to
its members. The Estates and Trusts Section does so routinely, as do several of the other

Sections. See, e.g., MSBA Section of Estates and Trust Newsletter, Vol. 27, No. 2 at 14
As noted
noted by
by Ruby's
Ruby’s counsel,
there is
is even
an email
service provided
provided by
by
(Winter 2020). As
counsel, there
even an
email service
the Estates and Trusts Section that provides case summaries of appellate decisions. If every
case summarized by the MSBA warranted review by this Court, an already busy docket
would be much increased.
B.

This case will not create large issues for
for post-mortem
post-mortem planning
planning or
business succession.

Ruby also tries to create an issue of public importance out of this case by noting that

“virtually universal"
universal” post-mortem provisions in LLC operating documents and
so-called "virtually
buy-sell agreements will be called into question. Pet. at 3. In doing so, she confuses how
ownership of an LLC is transferred, and how control over the LLC is transferred. This
case does not disturb how control over an LLC is affected by the death of a member.
Corporations & Associations § 4A-603 clearly sets forth the default rules for
5

assigning an interest in an LLC. The default rules provide that only an economic interest

can be
be assigned.
assigned. Md.
Md. Code
Code Ann.,
Ann., Corps.
Corps. &
& Ass'ns
Ass’ns §§ 4A-603(a).
4A-603(a). The mere assignment of
can
an economic interest does not entitle the assignee to become a member or exercise any
rights of a member. Id. § 4A-603(b). Rather, the holder of an economic interest can be

admitted as a member in the manner proscribed by Corporations & Associations § 4A-604.
The Opinion is consistent with these principles, stating that ownership of the membership
and Members'
Members’
interest in TR Steak failed to transfer by virtue of the Operating Agreement and
did not
not address
address governance
governance of
of TR
business affairs.4
affairs.4
Agreement—it did
TR Steak’s
Steak's business
In similar fashion, the Opinion will not force LLCs to accept new members that the
other members do not want. Using the facts of this case is illustrative: the Opinion does
not allow Denise to become a member of TR Steak. It only states that the membership

interest in
in TR
TR Steak
must pass
pass through
through James
Potter’s probate
probate estate.
interest
Steak must
James Potter's
estate. Opinion at 39. If
Denise inherits from the Estate, she would only inherit an economic interest. She would
have to take further steps to obtain the other rights associated with being a member.

Moreover, the
the intermediate
court’s decision
decision does
does nothing
nothing to
to call
call into
into question
question
Moreover,
intermediate court's
Ruby’s Petition
Petition is
is correct
correct in
in stating
stating that LLC
commonly-used buy-sell agreements. Ruby's
operating documents regularly contain provisions that give an LLC the right of first refusal

to purchase
purchase aa member's
member’s shares
shares before
before they
they are
are offered
offered to
to aa third
third party.
party. These provisions
to

The Opinion
Opinion specifically
specifically states:
states: "neither
“neither party
party asserts
asserts that
that James's
James’s membership
membership rights,
The
that is, his right to participate in the management of the limited liability company, is a
probate asset. The sole issue before us is whether his membership interest, i.e., his right to
share in
profits and
and losses
losses of
of the
the Company,
Company, is
is an
an asset
asset of
of the
the estate.”
Opinion at
at 55 n.3
n.3
share
in profits
estate." Opinion
(emphasis in original).
4

4
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can operate upon the death of a member. The difference between these common buy-sell
provisions and the attempted testamentary disposition in this case, is that the contract

obligations in buy-sell agreements become irrevocable during the lifetime of the member.
Judge Kehoe, in penning the Court of Special Appeals Opinion, noted this distinction:
…absent
an effective
declaration of
of trust,
trust, aa writing
writing that
that purports
purports to
to transfer
transfer
...absent an
effective declaration
the maker's
maker’s property
property at
at death
death is
is testamentary
testamentary in
in nature
nature unless it is both
the
irrevocable and based on an otherwise enforceable legal obligation whose
performance is
is deferred
deferred during
during the
the maker's
maker’s lifetime.
lifetime.
performance
Opinion at 25 (emphasis added). In this manner, this case has nothing to do with altering
commonly-used buy-sell provisions.
Finally, Ruby does nothing to show that it is a usual occurrence for LLC operating

documents, such
such as
as the
the Members'
Members’ Agreement,
Agreement, to
to be
be used
used as
as will
will substitutes.
substitutes. Instead,
the
documents,
Instead, the
Petition states
states without
without any
any support
support that
that "[p]ractitioners
“[p]ractitioners in
in Maryland
Maryland routinely
routinely include
include
Petition
provisions in partnership and LLC agreements controlling the disposition of the business

interests at
at the
the death
death of
of aa partner
partner or
or member."
member.” Pet.
Pet. at 2. Attempts to make testamentary
interests
dispositions in LLC operating documents are actually quite rare. While that is a difficult
point to establish quantitatively, looking to the state of Maryland law is telling. Without
an express authorization under a common law or statutory exception to Estates and Trusts

§ 4-102, practitioners who would attempt a testamentary disposition through an LLC
operating document would be treading in dangerous water. It would certainly not be the
practice of a responsible attorney.
Ruby is grasping to make this case seem of great significance to the public. In
reality, its significance is to the litigants.
7

II.

Many
Many of
of Ruby’s
Ruby's Arguments were not Preserved for Appeal.

The Petition further attempts to make this case sound of public significance by

drawing on a number of legal issues that were not preserved for appeal. Specifically, Ruby
argues for the first time in the Petition that (i) Ruby is a third-party beneficiary of an

enforceable
contract, (ii)
(ii) Denise's
Denise’s position
position is
contrary to
to the
the laws
of other
other states,
states, and
and (iii)
(iii)
enforceable contract,
is contrary
laws of
the membership interest in TR Steak is not probate property by virtue of the Maryland

–
Uniform TOD Security Registration Act (see Md. Code Ann., Est. & Trusts §§ 16-101 —
112). Ruby dedicates comparatively little time to developing these arguments in her
Petition—mentioning them all very briefly in machinegun fashion, no doubt, with the hope

that something
something will
will catch
catch this
this Court's
Court’s attention.
attention. It
seems clear
clear that
that even
she does
does not
not
that
It seems
even she
believe these arguments warrant a great degree of analysis.
This Court generally decides only those issues that were presented to the trial court
and preserved for appeal in the Court of Special Appeals. Md. R. 8-131(a) & (b)(1). Ruby
did not raise any of the three theories stated above before the Circuit Court for Anne
Arundel County or the Court of Special Appeals. She had ample opportunity through the
motions for summary judgment in the Circuit Court and the briefs filed in the Court of

Special Appeals. This Court would not generally reach these new issues for lack of
preservation, and should not grant certiorari as to these newly-presented legal theories.
III.

Review in this Court is not Necessary Because the Court of Special
Appeals Reached the Correct Result.

Finally, this Court need not grant review in this case, because the Court of Special
Appeals has already reached the proper result. The membership interest in TR Steak was
8

property of
of James
Potter’s probate
probate estate,
and did
did not
not pass
pass outside
outside of
of probate
probate by
by virtue
virtue of
of
property
James Potter's
estate, and
the Members'
Members’ Agreement.
Agreement. Ruby's
Ruby’s arguments
arguments to
to the
the contrary—with
contrary—with the exception of her
the
completely new theories raised for the first time in the Petition, which were not preserved
for appeal—were squarely addressed by the Court of Special Appeals Opinion. In the
interests of brevity, and out of consideration for the Court's
Court’s time,
time, Denise
Denise will
will not
not re-brief
re-brief
her arguments here, and instead will reserve any legal argument on the issues debated

granted.5
below only if review is granted.5
However, Ruby raises one argument in support of her position that the TR Steak
membership interest passes outside of probate, which was not presented to the Court of

Special Appeals, but was argued at length in the Petition: that an LLC interest is analogous
interest.6 Ruby alleges that partnership interests are routinely devised by
to a partnership interest.6
partnership agreements, and therefore fall outside Estates and Trusts § 4-102. She cites to
three cases in support of her theory: Ottaviano v. Lorenzo, Gerding v. Baier, and Collier v.

cases do
do not
not support
support Ruby's
Ruby’s theory,
theory, and
and do
do nothing
nothing to
to show
show that
that the Court
Benjes. Those
Those cases
of Special Appeals erred.
In Ottaviano v. Lorenzo, a mother, son and stepfather entered into a partnership to
sell produce. 169 Md. 51, 179 A. 530, 531-32 (1935). After some time, the son decided

5
5

For purposes of clarification, discussion of legal issues in this Answer are intended to be
summary in nature. Denise reserves the right to raise further arguments, and more deeply
develop the legal arguments raised herein, to the extent that review is granted.
6
6 As a preliminary matter, it is not clear that Ruby has preserved this argument for appeal.
She did not raise the partnership issue in briefing before the Court of Special Appeals,
which
which likely
likely explains
explains why
why Judge
Judge Kehoe's
Kehoe’s Opinion
Opinion did
did not
not comment
comment on
on it.
Argument is
is
it. Argument
offered on the partnership analogy conditionally, only to the extent that this Court finds
that the issue is properly before it.
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that he no longer wished to continue with the partnership. The mother and stepfather, in
an effort to retain the son, offered that if he continued to work for the partnership, he would

receive the
the other
other partners'
partners’ interests
interests upon
upon their respective deaths. Id. at 532. The son
receive
agreed, and a binding contract was formed. Id. A further oral agreement was reached that

the stepfather would create a will that would transfer his interest in the partnership to the
at 533.
The son
son later
discovered that
that the
the stepfather's
stepfather’s will
will devised
devised
son upon his death. Id. at
533. The
later discovered
the property to others, and sued for a constructive trust to be placed over the partnership

others.7 Id. This Court held that the
property, so that the stepfather could not devise it to others.7
partnership interest would pass to the son, regardless of any attempted testamentary
disposition by the stepfather. Id. at 535. The oral contract created by the parties was
binding on the stepfather, such that he could not devise his partnership interest without
being in breach. Id.
This
finding is
expressly in
in accord
This finding
is expressly
accord with
with Judge
Kehoe’s Opinion
Opinion in this case. The
Judge Kehoe's

“a writing
writing that
that purports
purports to
to transfer
transfer the
the maker's
maker’s property
property at
at death
death is
is
Opinion noted that "a
testamentary in nature unless it is both irrevocable and based on an otherwise enforceable
lifetime." Opinion
legal obligation
obligation whose
whose performance
performance is
deferred during
during the
the maker's
maker’s lifetime.”
Opinion at
at
legal
is deferred
25. In Ottaviano, the son entered into a contract with the stepfather that he would work for
the partnership in exchange
exchange for
inheriting the
the stepfather's
stepfather’s partnership
partnership interest.
A. at
at
for inheriting
interest. 179
179 A.

532. Once the son performed, the stepfather could not devise the property without being

The
stepfather’s will
will was
was discovered
discovered while
while the
the stepfather
stepfather was
was still
still alive,
alive, and
and therefore,
therefore,
The stepfather's
the will was still ambulatory. Hence, the son sought to impose a constructive trust, rather
than demand the partnership interest outright. See Ottaviano, 179 A. at 535.
7
7
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in breach of the contract.
The situation in this case is quite different. As noted in the Opinion, James Potter

was free
to change
his "inheritance"
“inheritance” designation
designation under
under the
the Members'
Members’ Agreement
Agreement without
without
was
free to
change his
Ruby's
Ruby’s permission.
permission. Opinion
Opinion at
at 26.
26. He
He owed
owed her
her no
no obligation
obligation to
to devise
devise her
her such
such property.
property.

Rather, the
the Members'
Members’ Agreement
Agreement was
was aa failed
attempt to
to create
create a testamentary disposition
Rather,
failed attempt
without complying with Estates and Trusts § 4-102.
The Collier case also offers Ruby little assistance. In Collier, the partnership share

in question
question was
was part
part of
of the
the deceased
deceased partner's
partner’s probate
probate estate.
in
estate.88 195 Md. 168, 174, 73 A.2d
21, 23 (1950). This Court determined that a joint bank account with rights of survivorship
held by the partners would pass to the surviving partner/accountholder, because the
partners had agreed to treat the funds in the account as non-partnership property when they

established the account. Id. at 176, 73 A.2d at 24. Nothing of the sort occurred in this
case.
The Gerding case is similarly irrelevant. That case involved, among other things, a

widow’s ability
ability to
to receive
her deceased
deceased husband's
husband’s partnership
partnership payments under the Uniform
widow's
receive her
Partnership Act (as then enacted). 143 Md. 520, 122 A. 675, 678 (1923). The Act in
question provided for an annuity to a widow or representative of a deceased partner. Id.

The attempted testamentary disposition in this case is obviously different.
In this manner, Ruby has failed to show an error by the Court of Special Appeals
that warrants review by this Court.

This point
point actually
actually supports
supports Denise's
Denise’s theory
theory concerning
concerning the
the treatment
treatment of
of an LLC
This
membership interest as probate property.
8
8
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Conclusion
This Court should refuse to review this case any further. The issues involved are
not matters of public significance, and are only important to the parties involved. Indeed,
the Opinion below did nothing novel—it merely confirmed that testamentary dispositions
must comply with Estates and Trusts 4-102 outside some exception. Many of the issues
that Ruby uses in an attempt to create a matter of public importance were not preserved for
review. Further, the Court of Special Appeals did not err, such that review by this Court
is unnecessary.
Respectfully submitted,

D. Gregory Howard (CPF ID # 8212090010)
Carl A. Howard (CPF ID # 1012150060)
Howard & Howard, Attorneys-at-Law
298 Butler Road
Reisterstown, Maryland 21136
Telephone: (410) 526-4734
E-mail: chip@hhlawonline.com
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